While experimental design for well-posed inverse linear problems has been well studied, covering a vast range of well-established design criteria and optimization algorithms, its ill-posed counterpart is a rather new topic. The ill-posed nature of the problem entails the incorporation of regularization techniques. The consequent non-stochastic error introduced by regularization, needs to be taken into account when choosing an experimental design. We discuss different ways to define an optimal design that controls both an average total error of regularized estimates and a measure of the total cost of the design. We also introduce a numerical framework that efficiently implements such designs and natively allows for the solution of large-scale problems. To illustrate the possible applications of the methodology, we consider a borehole tomography example and a two-dimensional function recovery problem.
Introduction
During the past decade, data collection and processing techniques have dramatically improved. Large amounts of data are now routinely collected and advances in optimization algorithms allow for their inversion by harvesting high computational power. In addition, recent advances in numerical PDEs and in solution of integral equations have enabled us to better simulate complex processes. As a result, we are currently able to tackle high dimensional inverse problems which were never considered before.
However, even when it is possible to gather and process large amounts of data, it is not always clear how such data should be collected. Quite often data are obtained using protocols developed decades ago; protocols that may be neither optimal nor cost-effective. Such suboptimal experiment design may lead to loss of important information and waste of valuable resources.
In some cases, a poor experiment design can be overcome by superior processing techniques (the Hubble Space telescope being a typical example), nevertheless, the far best way to achieve an 'optimal' design is by proper design of the experimental setup. The field of experimental design has a long history. Its mathematical and statistical foundations were pioneered by R. A. Fisher in the early 1900s. It is now routinely applied in the physical, biological and social sciences. However, almost all the work in the field has been developed for the over-determined, well-posed case (e.g., [4, 5, 17, 1] and references therein). The ill-posed case has remained under-researched. In fact, this case is sometimes completely dismissed. For example, in [17] we read: 'Clearly, for any reasonable inference, the number n of observations must be at least equal to k +1' (k being the number of unknowns). Conversely, many practical problems, and in fact, most of the geophysical and medical inverse problems, either characterized by possessing a smaller of observations than unknowns or are ill-posed in the usual sense. Experimental design for such problems has remained largely unexplored. For ill-posed problem, we are only aware of the work of [7, 13] , who used techniques borrowed from the well-posed formulation, and the work of [18] . But none of these papers details a coherent and systematic approach for experimental design of ill-posed problems. We are only aware of two papers that address this problem in a more systematic way. Our approach shares some similarities with the very recent work of Bardow [3] , but we consider a more general approach to control the mean square error of regularized Tikhonov estimators for large-scale problems. Another very recent work was published by Stark [21] .His approach, was based on generalizations of Backus-Gilbert resolution. In this formulation control over the mean squared error is also considered. Our approach focuses on the use of training models and on actual numerical implementations, especially for large-scale problems.
Many important inverse problems are large in practice, the number of parameters that need to be estimated can range from tens of thousands to millions. The computational techniques for optimal design proposed so far in the literature were not suitable for such largescale problems. Most of the studies that have investigated the ill-posed case, as mentioned above, employed computational techniques that were based on stochastic optimization. Such an approach is prohibitively computationally expensive.
In this paper, we develop an optimal experiment design (OED) methodology for illposed problems. This methodology can be applied to many practical inverse problems and, although only the linear case is considered here, it can be generalized to nonlinear problems. We develop mathematical tools and efficient algorithms to solve the optimization problems that arise in the experimental design. In fact, the problem is formulated in a way that allows the application of standard constrained optimization methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The basic background on experimental design for well-and ill-posed linear inverse problems is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3 we propose several experimental designs for ill-posed problems and discuss issues related to the convexity of the objective functions which define these designs. In Section 4 we present numerical optimization algorithms for the solution of the optimization problems that arise from this formulation.In Section 5 we present two numerical examples: a borehole tomographic inversion and a two-dimensional function recovery problem. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize the paper and discuss future research.
From classical to ill-posed OED
We begin by reviewing the basic framework of OED in the context of well-posed inverse problems of the following type: The data are modeled as
where K(y) is an × k matrix representation of the forward operator that acts upon the model m and depends on a vector of experimental parameters y ∈ Y. The noise vector ε is assumed to be zero mean with iid entries of known variance σ 2 . The experiment design question is constructed into the selection of y that leads to an optimal estimate of m. Solution of this problem for a continuous vector y can be very difficult. For example, in many practical problems the matrix K(y) is not continuously differentiable in y , in other cases where it does, its derivative may be expensive or hard to compute.This implies that typical optimization methods may not be applicable. We therefore reformulate the OED problem by discretizing the space Y. This approach has also been used for the well-posed case (e.g., [17] ).
Assume that y is discretized as y 1 , ..., y n , which leads to n possible experiments to choose from:
where for simplicity each K i is assumed to be a row vector representing a single experimental setup. In the general case, each K(y i ) may be a matrix. The goal is to choose a number p < n of experiments that provides an optimal estimate (in a sense yet to be defined) of m.
(Of course, the well-posed case considered first requires p > k.) We begin by reviewing the approach presented in [17] . Let q i be the number of times K i is chosen (hence 1 q = p). Finding the least squares (LS) estimate of m based on q i independent observations of K i m (i = 1, ..., n) is equivalent to solving for the weighted LS estimate:
where
.., q n } and K is the n × k matrix with rows K i (the reduction in the variance of d i comes from averaging the observations which correspond to the same experimental unit). Assuming that K QK is nonsingular, we can write
which is an unbiased estimator of m with covariance matrix σ 2 C(q) −1 , where
Since m is unbiased, it is common to assess its performance using different characteristics of its covariance matrix. For example, the following optimization problem can be used to choose q:
This is known as an A-optimal experiment design. If instead of the trace, the determinant or the L 2 norm of C(q) −1 is used, then the design is known as D-or E-optimal, respectively. Since the OED (2.5) is a difficult combinatorial problem, we may use instead an approximation based on the relative frequency w i = q i /n that each K i is chosen. The weighted LS estimate and its covariance matrix are given by (2.3) and (2.4) with w in place of q. The optimization problem (2.5) then becomes:
Given a solution w of (2.6), the integer part of n w provides an approximate solution of (2.5) which improves as n increases.
A discussion of A-, D-and E-designs can be found in [4, 17] . As noted above, these designs are defined by weighted LS solutions based on averages of the repeated observations of different experiments. We shall refer them as cost-controlled designs to distinguish them from the designs defined in the next section. For cost-controlled designs, the total cost (the sum of all the weights of the experiments) is controlled by the constraint 1 w = 1, the new designs control the total cost in a different way.
Sparsity-controlled designs
We now propose a new formulation that in some applications may be more appropriate than the cost-controlled designs; we refer to this formulation as sparsity control design (SCD). In the applications we have in mind, the number of possible experimental units is very large but only a few are needed or can be realistically implemented. This implies that w should have only a few nonzero entries (i.e., w is sparse). The formulation and solution of this problem can be obtained by including a regularization term in (2.6) that penalizes w using a norm that has some control over the sparsity of w.
In order to obtain a sparse solution w, one would naturally use an L 0 penalty (recall that the 'zero-norm' w 0 is defined as the number of nonzero entries of w). However, this type of regularization leads to a difficult combinatorial problem. Instead, we use L 1 regularization, which still promotes sparse solutions (e.g., sparser than an L 2 penalty).
The merits for employing an L 1 penalty with an L 2 misfit can be found in [8] , this study also includes a comprehensive analysis of the expected sparsity properties of solutions acquired by this framework. However, the objective function of our problem is not an L 2 misfit in w. In Section 4, we consider L 1 regularization and a heuristic approximation of the L 0 approach for our OED problem. We show that the L 0 heuristic may outperform the L 1 design.
In summary, an A-optimal sparsity-controlled design is defined as a solution of the following optimization problem:
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and β > 0 is selected so as to obtain a desired number of nonzero w i . In this paper we will only consider p = 1 and an approximation to the p = 0 problem. To a practitioner, a solution w of (2.7) means that all the observations that corresponds to a nonzero w i should be carried out so as to provide a variance σ 2 /w i . This can be achieved, for an instance,by adjusting the measuring instrument or extending the observation time. The estimate of m is then obtained using weighted LS. In some cases, the experimenter may have a maximum allowable variance level. In such case, a constraint w ≤ w max can be added to (2.7).
Although problems (2.7) and (2.6) may seem different, it is easy to verify that a solution of (2.7) with p = 1 and an appropriate choice of β is also a solution of (2.6). It is also important to note that p = 0 may lead to a design that that achieves a smaller value of trace C(w) for the same number of nonzero entries in w. We explore this issue further in the numerical examples.
The Ill-posed case
Since the designs discussed so far have been based only on the covariance matrix, they are not appropriate for ill-posed problems where estimators of m are most likely biased. In fact, the bias may be the dominant component of the error. We now draw our focus towards the ill-posed case.
Let W = diag {w 1 , ..., w n } be again a diagonal matrix of non-negative weights and assume that the matrix K W K is ill-conditioned. A regularized estimate of m can be obtained using penalized weighted LS (Tikhonov regularization) with a smoothing penalty matrix L:
where α > 0 is a fixed regularization parameter that controls the balance between the data misfit and the smoothness penalty.
, whose bias can be written as
Since the bias is independent of the noise level, it cannot be reduced by repeated observations. The effect of the noise level is manifested in the variability of m around its mean E m. Thus, this variability and the bias ought to be taken into account when choosing an estimator.
The sum of these two error terms provides an overall measure of the expected performance of m. This is essentially the mean squared error (MSE) of m. More precisely, the MSE of m is defined as E m−m 2 , which can also be written as:
The following lemma summarizes some of the characteristics of the Tikhonov estimate for a general symmetric matrix W and correlated noise with covariance matrix σ 2 Σ. The proof follows from simple repeated applications of the formula for the expected value of a quadratic form: If x is a random vector of mean µ and covariance matrix σ 2 Σ, then
More details can be found in [15, 22] .
where K is an n × k matrix and ε is a zero mean random vector with covariance matrix σ 2 Σ. Let α > 0 be a fixed regularization parameter, W a symmetric matrix and 8) and the matrix
Then:
(i) The Tikhonov estimate of m is:
(ii) Its mean squared error is:
The idea is to define optimization problems similar to (2.7) but with an objective function that measures the performance of m taking into account its bias and stochastic variability. A natural choice would be the MSE , however, this measure depends on the unknown m. In the next section we consider different ways to control an approximation for the MSE that are based on different assumptions on m.
Design criteria for Ill-posed problems
As we have seen in Section 2, to obtain an optimal design based on Tikhonov regularization estimators, the deterministic and stochastic components of the error have to be taken into account. This is done by controlling the overall MSE. We modify the designs presented in Section 2 to use MSE( m ) = α 2 B(w, m) + σ 2 V(w) as the main component of the objective function.
The problem is that the bias component B(w, m) depends on the unknown model m. There are different ways to control this term ; these depend on the available information and on how conservative we are willing to be. For example, if we know a-priori that L Lm ≤ M , then Lemma 1 with W = diag {w 1 , ..., w n } leads to the bound
But this bound may be too conservative. We will instead consider average measures of B(w, m) that are expected to be less conservative.
(a) Average optimal design
Assuming that the model is in a bounded convex set M, we consider the average of B(w, m) over M and define the approximation
The downside of this design is that it does not give preference to 'more reasonable' models in M. Unless the set M is well constrained, such design may be overly pessimistic.
(b) Bayesian optimal design
In order to assign more weight to more likely models, m is modeled as a random vector with a joint distribution function π. The average of B(w, m) is now weighted by π:
For example, if m is Gaussian N (0, Σ m ), then (3.14) reduces to
with B(w) = C(w) −1 L L. Note that the distribution π is not required for computation of E π B(y, m) in (3.14); only the covariance matrix of m is needed. Hence, whenever data are available for estimating the covariance matrix, the design can be approximated.This rationale leads us to the empirical design.
(c) Empirical Bayesian design
In many practical applications, it is possible to obtain examples of plausible models. For example, often in geophysical applications the Marmusi model [23] is used to test inversion algorithms. In medical imaging the Shepp-Logan model is frequently used as a gold standard to test different designs and inversion algorithms [20] . There are also geostatistical methods to generate realizations of a given media from a single image (e.g., [19] and references therein). Finally, for some problems there are databases of historical data that can be used as reference.
Let m 1 , ..., m s be examples of plausible models which will be henceforth referred as training models. As in the Bayesian optimal design, it is assumed that these models are iid samples from an unknown multivariate distribution π, only that this time we use the sample average 16) which is an unbiased estimator of E π B(y, m). We thus define the following approximation:
This type of empirical approach is commonly used in machine learning where estimators are trained using iid samples. We have previously used a similar approach to choose regularization operators for ill-posed inverse problems [10] . The computation of (3.16) can be further simplified when the covariance matrix of m is modeled as a function of only a small set of parameters that can be estimated from the training models. Here, we focus on the more difficult case when no such covariance model is used.
Clearly, Bayes' theorem has not been used in the definition of the 'Bayesian' designs. To justify the name, consider the cost-controlled design and assume that m is Gaussian
−1 (L can be defined so that L L is nonsingular) and that the conditional distribution of d given m is also Gaussian N (Km, σ 2 Σ) with Σ = (W + δI) −1 . Then, as δ → 0 + , (3.15) converges to
where C(w) is defined in Lemma 1. It is easy to see that (3.18) is precisely the trace of the covariance matrix of the posterior distribution of m given d. Hence, the term 'Bayesian' in the name of the design. It is, in fact, an A-optimal Bayesian design [5] . (Note that the AOD is a BOD with a flat prior and an EOD is a BOD with the empirical prior) These three designs lead to an optimization problem that generalizes (2.7) to the ill-posed case:
Three important remarks are in order:
(1) OED and tuning of regularization parameters. The search for appropriate weights w i can be interpreted as the usual problem of estimating regularization parameters for an ill-posed inverse problem. The method we propose determines w that minimizes the MSE averaged over noise and model realizations. This is done prior to collecting data. Although it is possible (and in many cases desirable) to obtain a regularization parameter adapted to a particular realization of noise and model m, experimental design is conducted prior to having any data. It is therefore sensible to consider values of the regularization parameters that work well in an average sense.
(2) Selecting α. It is clear that the Tikhonov estimate of m and its MSE depend on α only through the ratio w/α but α itself is not identifiable. It is only used to calibrate (by preliminary test runs) w to be of the order of unity. This facilitates the identification of w i that are not significantly different from zero.
(3) Convexity of the objective function. The formula for the error term V(w) is different in the well-and ill-posed cases. In the former, the variance of an individual experiment is controlled by averaging observations of the same experimental unit. In the ill-posed case, the variances of averaged observations are not used as weights. This time the w i are just weights chosen so that the weighted Tikhonov estimator of m has a good MSE. One reason for this change is convexity. In the well-posed case, the function w → trace C(w) is convex (see also [4] ), so the optimization problem can be easily solved by standard methods. This is no longer true with ill-posed problems ; for in this case we have V(w) = trace W K C(w) −2 K ; a function that can have multiple minima. Instead, the new approach yields V(w) = trace W K C(w) −2 K W , which is better behaved. For example, in the simple case when K = L = I and α = 1, we have V(w) =
for the well-posed case. This function is obviously not convex and has multiple minima. On the other hand, the ill-posed formula reduces to V(w) = w
This function is again not convex but it is quasi-convex (i.e., it has a single minimum).
On the other hand, it turns out that the estimate of B(w, m) defined for each of the three designs is a convex function of w: Lemma 2 Let m have a prior distribution π with finite second moments. Then E π B(w, m) is a convex function of w.
Proof: Let µ and Σ m = R R be, respectively, the mean and covariance matrix of m under π. Then
where e k is the canonical basis of R n . Hence, it is enough to show that for any b ∈ R n , the function B(w) = b C(w) −2 b is convex, where
We do this by showing that B(w) is convex along any line in the domain of w: Let w be a vector with nonnegative entries and z a direction vector. Define the scalar function f (t) = b C(w + tz) −2 b. We show that f (t) is convex for all t such that w + tz ≥ 0.
Define x implicitly by
so that f (t) = x(t) x(t). Differentiation of f leads tȯ f = 2x ẋ andf = 2ẋ ẋ + 2x ẍ, while differentiation of (3.21) with respect to t yields K ZKx + C( w + tz )ẋ = 0 and 2 K ZKẋ + C( w + tz )ẍ = 0, (3.22) where Z = diag ( z ). Sincef = 2 ẋ 2 + 2 x ẍ, showing that x ẍ ≥ 0 is enough to prove the non-negativity off . Using (3.22), we obtain
where B = K ZK and G = C( w + tz ) −1 B. Since C( w + tz ) is symmetric and positive definite, there is a nonsingular matrix S such that C( w + tz ) = S S. Note that (S ) −1 S SB S = SBS . This means that G and SBS are similar matrices and therefore, since B is symmetric, G is diagonalizable: There is a nonsingular matrix T such that G = T ΛT −1 , where Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of G. It follows that
and therefore x G 2 x ≥ 0. Hencef ≥ 0 and b C(w) −2 b is a convex function.
Despite the convexity of the bias term, the estimate of the MSE is non-convex because of the non-convexity of V(w). There are two reasons why the non-convexity of the objective function may not be critical. First, while it is desirable to find an optimal design, any improvement on a currently available one may be sufficient in practice. Second, in many ill-posed inverse problems the stochastic error V(w) is small compared to the bias component B(w, m).
Solving the optimization problem
The framework presented in Section 3 is a new approach that can be applied to a broad range of linear and linearized optimal experimental designs of ill-posed inverse problems. Before discussing a solution strategy, we need to define numerical approximations for the estimates of the MSE.
Since the weights w i are non-negative, the non-differentiable L 1 -norm can be replaced by 1 w; which leads to a large but tractable problem. However, the computation of a quadratic form or a trace involves large, dense matrix products and inverses which cannot be acquired efficiently in large-scale problems. Hence, we now derive approximations of the objective function that do not require the direct computation of traces or matrix inverses.
In order to estimate V(w), we need to approximate the trace of a possibly very large matrix. Stochastic trace estimators have been successfully used for this purpose. In particular, Golub and von Matt [9] have used a trace estimation method proposed by Hutchinson [11] . in which the trace of a symmetric positive definite matrix H is approximated by
where each v i is a random vector of iid entries taking the values ±1 with probability 1/2. The performance of this estimator was numerically studied in [2] with the surprising result that the best compromise between accuracy and computational cost is achieved with s = 1. Our numerical experiments confirm this result. We therefore use the following approximation:
. If the mean and covariance matrix of m are known, then the expected value of B(w, m) is given by (3.20) ; this still requires the computation of a norm and a trace. Nevertheless, we consider the more general case where the mean and covariance matrix of m are estimated based on iid samples m 1 , ..., m s . We use the sample estimate defined for the EBD:
Summarizing, the approximation to the optimization problem (3.19) that we solve for the case p = 1 is: .26) s.t. w ≥ 0.
Numerical solution of the optimization problem
For solution of (4.26), we use projected gradient and projected Gauss-Newton methods. This requires the computation of the gradients of B and V. We have:
We use implicit differentiation to obtain an expression for the matrices J v and J b . Define
The matrix J b is nothing but ∇ w r b . Differentiating r b with respect to to w leads to
We proceed in a similar way to obtain an expression for J v . First, note that
To compute the second term in the above sum, write
Differentiating this equation with respect to w leads to
which finally yields
This completes the evaluation of the derivatives of the objective function. It is important to note that neither the matrix C(w) nor its inverse are needed explicitly for computation of the objective function or any of the gradients. Whenever a product of the form C(w) −1 u is needed, we simply solve the system C(w) x = u. To solve such system, only matrix-vector products of the form C(w) v are required.
Having found the gradient, we can now use any gradient-based method to solve the problem. We have experimented with the projected gradient formulation, which requires only gradient evaluation, as well as the projected Gauss-Newton method. For the GaussNewton method, one can approximate the Hessian of the objective function J in (4.26) by
With the Jacobian at hand, it is possible to use the method suggested by Lin and Moré [12] . The active set is (approximately) identified by the gradient projection method and a truncated Gauss-Newton iteration is performed on the rest of the variables. Again, it is important to note that the matrices J v and J b need not be calculated. A product of either with a vector involves a solution of the system C(w) x = u. Thus, it is possible to facilitate conjugate gradient for computation of an approximation of a Gauss-Newton step.
Beyond the obvious computational benefits offered by a design framework that relies merely on matrix-vector products, an even more fundamental advantage applies.Many imaging systems, such as tomographs, employ hardware-specific computational modules, or in other cases, a black box code module is in use. These modules are often accessible only via matrix-vector products. Thus, the proposed methodology can be easily applied for these cases, using the current customized computational machinery.
Approximating the L 0 solution
Although it is straightforward to solve the L 1 regularization problem, one can attempt to approximate the L 0 solution. The L 0 solution is the vector w with the least number of nonzero entries. Obtaining this solution is an intricate combinatorial problem. Nevertheless, it is possible to approximate the L 0 solution using the L 1 penalty.
Write {1, ..., n} = I 0 ∪I A , where I 0 contains all the indices for the zero entries of w and I A contains the rest. We write w I 0 and w I A for the restrictions of w to I 0 and I A , respectively. If I 0 were known a priori, the L 0 solution could be obtained by defining w I 0 = 0 and by solving the unregularized optimization problem
This problem does not require any regularization term because the zero set is assumed known. The combinatorial nature of the L 0 problem emerges due to the search for the set I A . Nevertheless, one can approximate I A with the corresponding index set of the L 1 solution. This idea has been explored in [4] , where numerical experiments show that the approximate L 0 solution may differ, and in fact, improve on the L 1 solution. In this work we use the same approximation: We set the final weights to those that solve (4.29) with the set I A obtained from the solution of the L 1 problem.
Numerical examples
We present two numerical examples that illustrate some applications of the proposed methodology. These examples show that experimental design is potentially of great significance for practical applications.
A borehole tomography problem
We begin with a ray tomography example that is often used for illustrative purposes in geophysical inverse problems. It also serves as a point of comparison as it has been used in [7, 18] for their experimental design work.
The objective of borehole ray tomography is to determine the slowness (inverse of velocity) of a medium. Sources and receivers are placed along boreholes and/or on the surface of the earth and travel times from sources to receivers are recorded. The data (travel times) are modeled as
where Γ j is the ray path traversing between source and receiver. In the linearized case considered here, the ray path does not change as a function of m (see for example [16] ). In this case, the goal of experimental design in this case is to choose the optimal placement of sources and receivers. Sources and receivers are to be placed anywhere in the design space Y = I 1 ∪ I 2 ∪ I 3 , where
We are free to choose rays that connect any point on I k to a point on I j (j, k = 1, 2, 3; j = k). We discretize each I i using 32 equally-spaced points. This gives a total of 32 2 × 3 = 3072 possible experiments. Our goal is to choose the optimal placement of 500 sources and receivers. For the solution of the inverse problem we have used the discretization of the gradient as a smoothing matrix.
To create the set of training models, we divide the Marmousi model [23] into four m 1 , ..., m 4 . The first three are used to obtain the optimal experiment and the fourth for testing its performance. The training models are shown in Figure 2 and the testing model in Figure 3 . Note that the minimum of the objective function comprises a bias term B which is substantially larger than V. This ascertains that methods for optimal experimental design of ill-posed problems must take the bias into consideration as it may play a more important role than the variance. This can be interpreted as a problem with the chosen regularization operator. In fact, we have used a similar strategy in order to choose appropriate regularization operators L for ill-posed problems [10] . Of course, the importance of the bias is noise-dependant. For this example, we would need the noise level to be thirty times larger so that the variance component will be of the same order as the bias term. Note also that in many cases there is a difference between the results from the L 0 and L 1 designs. Typically, the L 0 design gave a smaller MSE estimate than the L 1 design.
In order to assess the performance of the optimal design obtained by the code, we simulate data using the test model m 4 and use the optimal weights for its recovery. We compare this estimate with the one obtained using the weights based on a uniform placement of sources and receivers. For the sake of objectivity, equal number of active sources in and receivers were deployed for both designs. This number was determined according to the optimum obtained for β = 10 −2 Y. The error m(w) − m was 1.7 × 10 3 for the optimal design and 3.1 × 10 3 for the other. Figure 3 shows the estimates of m 4 obtained with the two designs. It is evident that optimally designed survey yielded a substantial improvement in the recovered model.
Another important feature of our design is its controlled sparsity. The number of nonzero entries in w is reduced by decreasing β. It is then natural to ask for a method to choose an 'optimal' number of experiments. To answer this question, the MSE is plotted as a function of the number of non-zeros in the design. The plot is shown in Figure 4 . The graph shows a clear L-shape with the MSE decreasing significantly in the region w 0 ≤ 350 and without significant improvement beyond this point. This suggests that selection of the number of experiments at the corner point 350 where the MSE stabilizes, may provide a cost-effective compromise. This example also shows that there is a point of diminishing return. Resources may be invested to obtain more data but the improvement in the MSE may not be significant.
Recovery of a function from noisy data
For a second example, we consider noisy observations of a sufficiently smooth function
The goal is to recover the values of the function on a dense grid G ⊂ Ω from values observed on a smaller, sparse grid S ⊂ G. The design question is to determine S. This is a common Figure 4 : MSE as a function of sparsity ( w 0 = NNZ(w)) of the optimal w obtained with the L 0 heuristic on the tomography simulation.
practical problem that arises, for example, in air pollution monitoring where one wishes to set the placement of the sensors (e.g., [6] and reference therein). In this type of applications pollution map database from previous years is available, and can be used as a source of training models. As in the tomography problem, we begin by discretizing Ω. We use a uniform grid G of × nodes and assume that sensors can be placed in any of its nodes. We write f h for the vector of values of f on G. Let W = diag (w) be the matrix of weights assigned to each node. The Tikhonov estimate of f h that uses the discrete Laplacian ∆ h as smoothing penalty is defined as the minimizer of (
where ∆ h is a discretization of the Laplacian (e.g., [24, 14] ). The subset S of the grid is defined by the nonzero entries in w.
We run our algorithm using a training set of 1000 maps randomly chosen from the available 5114 maps of daily air pollution data (NO 2 ) for the years 2000-2007 in the Ashkelon/Ashdod region (Israel). Six of the maps are shown in Figure 5 . The goal is to determine the optimal location of air-pollution stations in the same region. In order to use our method we need the variance σ 2 of the data. The value 0.1 of this variance was provided by the atmospheric scientists; it was obtained from the known performance characteristics of the instruments.
The results are summarized in Table 2 . Once again the table shows that the bias term is more significant than variance term V. Thus an experimental design based only on the covariance matrix would yield poor results. Also, just as in the tomography example, the We compare our results for β = 15.6 (which yields 99 sensors) to those obtained with the commonly used design based on a uniform grid with 100 sensors. For the comparison we use eight models that were not used as training models. We then compute the MSE of the estimates of each testing model based on our optimal design and on the uniform-grid design. The MSE for each of these models and for each of the designs is shown in Table 3 . These results confirm that the optimally designed experiment is superior to the uniform design.
Summary
We have considered the problem of experimental design for ill-posed linear inverse problems. One of the main differences from the well-posed case is the addition of regularization that is required for dealing with the ill-posedness of the inverse problem. Consequently, we can no longer focus only on the covariance matrix of the estimates , as the bias, which often dominates the overall error, has to be taken into account.
The basic idea had been to control the mean squared error of weighted Tikhonov estimates. The weights were chosen so as to control the total cost and sparsity of the design. We have developed an efficient computational strategy for the solution of the resulting L 1 and (approximate) L 0 optimization problems for the weights. The formulation leads to continuously differentiable optimization problems that can be solved using conventional optimization techniques. These formulations can readily be applied to large-scale problems.
In this study we have only defined A-optimal sparsity-controlled designs. In the well- Table 3 : MSE of the estimates of the eight test models based on the optimal and uniform designs.
posed case, it is straightforward to define sparsity-controlled versions of D-and E-designs but it is more difficult for the ill-posed case. In this case we have used A-designs because they have a natural mean squared error interpretation.
We have tested our methodology on illustrative inverse problems and demonstrated that the proposed approach can substantially improve naive designs. In an ongoing work, we are applying similar ideas for selection of optimal weights for joint inversion problems. We also intend to extend the above framework to the case of nonlinear experimental design.
